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The project HAIRMATE aims at developing, manufacturing
and testing a lighter composite seat for aircrafts. The
HAIRMATE project is the continuation of HAIRD project, in
which a  new generation Carbon Fiber aircraft seat was
designed. In its third year, important advances have been
achieved towards the project’s objectives.
HAIRMATE’s seating structure consists of three main parts:
The seat base, the back rests and the legs. These parts are
made of lightweight composites (Carbon fiber reinforced
plastics, CFRP) and are manufactured with innovative
industrial technologies like Sheet Moulding Compound
(SMC), Prepreg Compression Moulding (PCM) and Wet
Compression Moulding (WCM). The advantages of SMC,
PCM and WMC range from the reduced process time to a
less effort in machinery, as it does not require an autoclave
(which is the state-of-the-art in the aircraft industry). For
HAIRMATE’s seating structure, the corresponding moulds
and toolings are currently under construction at the partner
ALPEX and the first manufacturing trials show very good
results. 
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The project HAIRMATE also wants to shed

light on the Life Cycle of the aircraft

seating structure. The collection of the

Life Cycle Inventory data which is crucial

for the Life Cycle Assessment is an on-

going task throughout the whole project.

After the manufacturing phase, , the

quantification of the Life Cycle Inventory

data of the other life cycle phases of the

seating structure has been started.  

HAIRMATE is now entering its last year,

with the big upcoming highlights in

grasping range: The manufacture and

assembly of the full seating structure and

a final full-scale testing in a flight relevant

scenario. Want to stay informed? Follow

HAIRMATE on LinkedIn or visit its

website! 

Besides the innovative manufacturing

processes, the performance of the

lightweight CFRP material and the critical

joints between the different parts is also

investigated. Both the mechanical

characteristics and the behaviour when

exposed to fire were tested by the partners

Universitat de Girona and LEITAT. The

results of the tests were used for an

exhaustive mechanical characterization

which was used for a complex FEM

simulation. With this simulation, the seat’s

performance under high demanding load

cases typical for aircraft industry standards

was analysed and evaluated. 
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